Self-review Report

(Part 1 Summary)

Applicable Criteria: JABEE Common Criteria for Accreditation of Professional Education Programs applicable in the years 2012 -

Name of Higher Education Institution: ____

Program Title: _________

Category of Accreditation: _________

Field: _________

Type of Examination:
( ) New Examination
( ) Continuous Examination
( ) Interim Examination

Remarks: For Interim Examination, please describe only the items requested by the Interim Examination.

Date of Submission: DD/MM/YY
1.1 Program Information

(1) Name of Higher Education Institution

(2) Program Title

(3) Degree Title

(4) Contact Information

- Person in charge of JABEE matter
  Affiliation / Title
  Postal Code
  Postal Address
  Tel
  Fax
  E-mail Address

- Person in charge of the program
  Affiliation / Title
  Postal Code
  Postal Address
  Tel
  Fax
  E-mail Address
1.2 Summary of the Program (Please describe briefly in two pages approximately)

(Followings are examples)
(1) Chronology of the program  (e.g. Restructuring of the department and/or course)

(2) Relationship between the career paths of the graduates and Profile of the professionals to be fostered

(3) Characteristics and benchmark of the learning outcomes

(4) Relationship with other related educational programs

(5) Characteristics of the curriculum

(6) Any other characteristics
1.3 Recent Educational Improvement

*Briefly describe how the program has self-reviewed its educational activities defined in the Criteria 1, 2 and 3, on the basis of the self-review result of students’ degree of achievement of the educational outcomes and reflecting the changes in society. Briefly describe the improvements made for the items pointed out as need to be improved based on its self-review result. Also, if the program acknowledges no problem in the current educational activities and if the program judges that its educational activities do not need for improvement, please briefly explain its justification.

*Please briefly describe the recent educational improvement. If shortcomings were pointed out at the previous examination, please describe improvement, which the program has made since then.

*Please describe the study/research activities for the educational improvement. Please describe articles published in professional periodicals and presentations at symposium. Please describe symposium, which were held in relation to the program’s education activities, including lectures requested by other educational institutions.

1.4 Executive summary of Self-review Report (Part 2 Results)

*Please summarize the Self-review Report (Part 2 Results) and briefly describe the general status of the program vis-a-vis the Accreditation Criteria. Please refer to the items which the program expects the examination team to look into. Future need for reinforcement is an example.